
April 19, 2020 
Know Your Enemy | Ephesians 2:1–10 
Paul assures us that “our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, 
against the powers of this dark world and against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realms: (Eph 6:12). 
Like all struggles, the first key to victory is knowing who our enemy is.
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April 26, 2020 
Our Hero | Colossians 2:6–15 
The second key to victory in our struggle is to know who deals with the enemy. This is foe who has already 
taken us down. God has given us a champion to fight for us and he has already won the war. The enemy is on 
borrowed time with limited weapons.

May 3, 2020 
Tactics | Genesis 3:1–7; Matthew 4:1–11 
Satan does not have the power to confront God and win. Rather, he needs to do his dirty work with espionage. 
He wants to corrupt and disrupt the plans and work of God. So, the third key to victory is to guard against the 
Devil’s ways.

May 10, 2020 
Stay Together | Acts 5:1–11 
Like a lion, Satan looks for stragglers who are easy prey. Each of us are at risk as individuals, especially when 
God is active in our lives. If he can take us down, he will. So, our fourth key is to be on guard and to stay with 
your unit.

May 17, 2020 
A House Divided | Acts 6:1–7 
A chain is only as strong as its weakest link. The fifth key to spiritual victory is to keep our unit strong from 
within. Our enemy is looking for weaknesses in our relationships. That means that we have to look for them, 
find them, and repair them first.

May 24, 2020 
Arming for the Struggle | Ephesians 6:10–20 
Because the victory has been won we don’t need to fret about the battle. On the other hand our enemy has not 
stopped fighting and we are still vulnerable. So it is important that we take up the arms we have been given. 
This is the final key to victory: use the power we’ve been given over the enemy.


